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Taking Rights Seriously
The world is filled with self-evident 
truths — truisms — that philosophers, 
lawyers and judges know need not be 
proven. The sun rises in the east and 
sets in the west. Two plus two equals 
four. The shortest distance between two 
points is a straight line.
These examples, of which there are many, are not 
true because we believe they’re true. They are in-
trinsically true. Thus, they are true whether we 
accept their truthfulness or not. Of course, rec-
ognizing a universal truth acknowledges the ex-
istence of an order of things higher than govern-
ment and discoverable by the exercise of reason.

The generation of Americans that fought the war 
of secession against England — according to Pro-
fessor Murray Rothbard, the last moral war Amer-
icans waged — understood the existence of tru-
isms and recognized their origin in nature.

The most famous of these recognitions were 
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Thomas Jefferson’s opening two sentences in 
the Declaration of Independence that self-ev-
ident truths come not from persons but from 
“the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God.” Thus, 
“All Men are created equal and are endowed by 
their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, 
that among these are Life, Liberty, and the 
Pursuit of Happiness” is a truism. Jefferson 
could have appealed to the laws of Parliament, 
as he had done in previous writings. Instead, 
he appealed to the laws of nature and nature’s 
creator.

Jefferson’s neighbor and colleague, James 
Madison, understood this as well when he 
wrote the Bill of Rights so as to reflect that hu-
man rights do not come from the government. 
They come from our individual humanity. The 
Bill of Rights does not grant rights; it restrains 
the government from interfering with them.

Where do rights come from?

Your right life, to think as you wish, to say what 
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When I was young, I used to believe the 
saying, “All problems are just communica-
tion problems.” I believed that if we could 
each simply understand the other per-
son’s perspective, we could find common 
ground. 

This makes sense in a way, because ev-
eryone I surround myself with is a good 
person. More than this, my travels have 
allowed me to see that the vast majority 
of people across the globe are good peo-
ple. When we’re dealing with good people, 
many (but not all) problems are simply 
communication problems.

This is the “lens” through which most 
people see the world: good people think 
that everyone else thinks like them. So if 
we just communicate better, couldn’t we 
come together in peace and harmony?

But then I realized that some people are 
not good people. They may seem like good 
people. They may be intelligent and charm-
ing. But at their core, they are not good 
people. They don’t think like us. They don’t 
care like we do.

About 1% of the population are psycho-
paths, and 3% are sociopaths.

These are very dangerous people.

Psychopaths don’t feel emotions like oth-
er people. They completely lack empathy, 
remorse, guilt and shame. They can be ex-
tremely manipulative. They’re often highly 
skilled at ‘reading people’ and sizing them 
up quickly. They can identify a person’s 
likes and dislikes, motives, needs, weak 
spots, and vulnerabilities.

Psychopaths are power seekers. They have 
a complete lack of regard for the rights and 
feelings of others and they don’t have loy-
alty to any group or nation.

While many are locked up in prison or causing chaos 
in the streets, others are highly intelligent, function-
ing members of society. Some exist at the highest 
levels of government and corporate leadership. 

Psychopaths can be extremely adept at pretending 
to be regular, caring people, which makes them per-
fect politicians. Dr. Kevin Dutton, author of the book, 
The Wisdom of Psychopaths, writes, “Psychopaths 
are fearless, confident, charismatic, ruthless and 
focused—qualities tailor-made for success in twen-
ty-first-century society.”

While only 1% of the general population are psycho-
paths, there are certain professions that are espe-
cially attractive to psychopaths. Frank Herbert, the 
author of Dune, succinctly states, “All governments 
suffer a recurring problem: Power attracts patholog-
ical personalities. It is not that power corrupts but 
that it is magnetic to the corruptible.” 

Psychopaths desire personal power and will do any-
thing to get it. As a result, a higher percentage of psy-
chopaths can be found in high-profile positions such 
as politics, corporate leadership, big banks, show 
business, and high-profile media roles, compared to 
other occupations.

It would be wrong to assume that psychopaths think 
like you and I do. They don’t. They’re completely self-
ish, and will hurt anyone in order to get what they 
want, and they will have no remorse in doing so.  

This is why the saying, “all problems are just com-
munication problems,” is fundamentally wrong. Psy-
chopaths will do anything to gain more power. They 
literally don’t care about me, or you, or the country, 
or the Constitution. They will tear it all down if it gives 
them more power.

When you look at many government actions through 
this lens, current events make more sense.

In many cities across the US, lawmakers and prose-
cutors have implemented policies of not prosecuting 
criminals. Even violent criminals are often released 
with no charges. Politicians invite invite hordes of il-
legal aliens to rush across the border to overload our 
systems, while at the same time, they defund the po-
lice and try to take good people’s guns away. 

Is this just extreme naïveté on their part, or is this a 
psychopathic plan to destroy our country, our values, 
and our way of life?

It’s not naïveté. These dangerous psychopaths are 
determined to destroy the United States economical-
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ly, culturally, morally, spiritually—in every possible way.

But why?

Because the idea of individual liberty is a uniquely West-
ern ideal, and no country embraces this ideal more than 
the USA. Thus, no nation poses a greater challenge to the 
psychopaths’ insatiable craving for ultimate power and 
absolute control than the United States of America. 

Americans (at least those in the “red states”) think dif-
ferently from average citizens almost everywhere else 
in the world. We are skeptical by nature. We fundamen-
tally don’t trust the government. We value liberty, truth, 
critical thinking, mental and bodily sovereignty, and free-
dom of speech. More than this, we are the only people 
on earth who believe that our rights come from God, not 
from the State, which means that the government does 
not have the authority to take our rights away.

Yes, there are people around the world who believe these 
things. But there is no country that has these values wo-
ven into their DNA like the USA. Most other countries are 
like the “blue states” in the US—which means they don’t 
guard against tyranny. On the contrary, they sometimes 
invite it.

For example, even now, after the COVID “pandemic” lies 
have been exposed, the people of Germany still don’t 
question their government. Nor do New Zealanders, 
or Australians. Canadians don’t believe that their rights 
come from God, thus they accept whatever rights the 
government grants them.

Our Constitution, combined with our values of individual 
freedom and skepticism, and most importantly, our be-
lief that our rights come from God, ARE UNSTOPPABLE 
VALUES. The globalists simply can’t implement their one-
world government with the USA in the way.

This is why the globalists want to destroy the USA. 

Many politicians, corporate leaders and media stars in 
the USA are absolutely selfish, destructive psychopaths 
who are willing to bring this country to its knees in order 
to advance digital IDs, a social credit system, a program-
mable digital currency controlled by the central banks, 
and a slavery system for the human race.

Despite their plans for taking over the planet, I am ulti-
mately optimistic. For, even though 4% of society are so-
ciopaths and psychopaths, most humans are very good 
people. 

We, the good people, have created everything good in 
society, and we have done so in spite of these blood suck-
ing parasites. We are the reason for the USA’s success 
and prosperity. We are the reason that this nation is, for 

the most part, free, happy and prosperous.

Government leaders, the central bankers and the me-
dia had nothing to do with America’s freedom or hap-
piness or prosperity. They have done nothing except 
hold us back.

They are trying to take us down with their sinking ship. 
And yes, they will certainly take some of us down with 
them.

But I believe we are witnessing the death of the sys-
tems these evil people have put in place. I believe that 
we will prevail—that freedom will prevail.

We are a strong, moral, and courageous people.

We defend innocents. We defend the vulnerable. We 
defend individual freedoms, justice, peace, and pros-
perity.

We work together, voluntarily, not under duress, to 
strengthen our ties to one another and to improve so-
ciety as a whole.

We value free speech and truth.

We provide the conditions for boys to grow into strong 
family men and for girls to grow into loving mothers.

We are all the better for freely choosing to love God, to 
live a decent, moral life, and to respect our neighbor.

So, I urge you . . . 

Change the lens through which you view the world. Be 
highly skeptical of people in power, even the people 
on “your side of the aisle”. Not only does power cor-
rupts, but it attracts the corrupt.

See psychopaths for what they are: very dangerous 
people. Do NOT trust them.

Don’t watch the rotten mainstream news or entertain-
ment media. 

At the same time, see the good in your neighbor, 
whose occasional disagreements with you are often 
just a simple communication problem.

Stand up for freedom. Remind politicians that they are 
our servants, not our masters. Cherish and defend our 
Constitution, because it can protect us only if we pro-
tect it.

Most importantly, remember that our rights come 
from God, not from the government, which means 
that no one has the authority to take our rights away.
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you think, to publish what you say, to worship or not, 
to associate or not, to shake your fist in the tyrant’s 
face by telling the government what you think, your 
right to defend yourself using and carrying the same 
weapons as the government does, your right to be 
left alone, to own property, to travel or to stay put — 
these intrinsic aspects of human existence are natu-
ral rights that come from our humanity and for the 
exercise of which all rational persons yearn.

This is the natural rights understanding of Jefferson’s 
Declaration and Madison’s Bill of Rights, to the latter 
of which all in American government have sworn al-
legiance and deference.

A right is not a privilege. A right is an indefeasible and 
permanent personal claim against the whole world. 
It does not require a government permission slip. It 
does not require preconditions except the ability to 
reason. It does not require the approval of family or 
neighbors.

A privilege is something the government doles out to 
suit itself or calm the masses. The government gives 
those who meet its qualifications the privilege to vote 
so it can claim a form of Jeffersonian legitimacy. Jef-
ferson argued in the Declaration that no government 
is morally licit without the consent of the governed.

No one alive today ratified the creation of the fed-
eral government, but most accept it. Is acceptance 
consent? Of course not — no more than walking on 
a government sidewalk is consent to government’s 
lies, theft and killing. Surely, the Germans who voted 
against the Nazis, and could not escape their filthy 
grasp, hardly consented to that horrible form of gov-
ernment.

Are our rights equal to each other? Some are equal 
to each other, but one is greater than all, as none of 
the rights catalogued briefly above can be exercised 
without the right to live. This is the right most chal-
lenging to governments that have enslaved masses 
and gloried in fighting morally illicit wars that kill and 
thus destroy the right to live.

But if a right is a claim against the whole 
world, how can a government — whether 
popular or totalitarian or both — extinguish 
it by death or slavery? The short answer is 
that no governments, notwithstanding the 
public oaths their officials take upon as-
suming office, accept the natural origins of 
rights. To government, rights are privileges.

Stated differently, governments do not take 
rights seriously.

Governments hate and fear the exercise of 
natural rights. Ludwig von Mises properly 
called government “the negation of liberty.” 
Freedom is the default position. We are lit-
erally born free, naturally free.

Government is an artificial creation based on 
a monopoly of force in a geographical area 
that could not exist if it did not negate our 
freedoms. Government denies our rights by 
punishing the exercise of them and by steal-
ing property from us.

Rights are not just claims against the gov-
ernment. They are claims against the whole 
world. This was best encapsulated by Roth-
bard’s non-aggression principle, which 
teaches that initiating all real and threatened 
aggression — whether by violence, coercion 
or deception — is morally illicit. That applies 
to your neighbors as well as to the police.

Of course, in Rothbard’s world, there would 
be no government police unless all persons 
consented; and he wouldn’t have. A private 
police entity — paid to protect life, liberty 
and property — would be far more efficient 
and faithful to its job, which it would lose if it 
failed, than the government’s police, which 
thrives on assaulting life, liberty and prop-
erty; and keeping their jobs.

The exercise of rights requires abandonment 
of fear, acceptance of truth, and rejection of 
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compromise with government. As Ayn Rand fa-
mously observed, any compromise between good 
and evil, natural rights and slavery, food and poi-
son, results in death — death of the body, death of 
liberty, death of both.

Andrew P. Napolitano, a former judge of the Superior 
Court of New Jersey, is the senior judicial analyst at Fox 
News Channel. Judge Napolitano has written seven books 
on the U.S. Constitution. The most recent is Theodore 
and Woodrow: How Two American Presidents Destroyed 
Constitutional Freedom. To find out more about Judge 
Napolitano and to read features by other Creators Syndi-
cate writers and cartoonists, visit creators.com.

Article reprinted with permission from the Tenth Amend-
ment Center.
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Admit it, you take your smartphone with you everywhere. 

It sits on your nightstand while you talk in your sleep. It 
accompanies you to work, to school, to the grocery store, 
and to the gas station. It’s a third wheel on intimate dinner 
dates with your spouse and at important business lunches 
with your clients. It probably even entertains you while 
you do your business in the bathroom.

You chat with your friends on your smartphone more than 
you do in person. You text your doctor questions from 
your phone more often than you visit his office. 

Not only that . . . but your smartphone is in your pocket 
when you confide your innermost secrets to your pastor 
or your therapist. 

It sees what apps you use and what websites you visit. It 
knows what you spend your money on, and what games 
you like to play.

You and your smartphone are joined at the hip.

So, it’s a good thing you don’t live in a world in which your 
phone has been turned into a surveillance device, isn’t it?! 

Isn’t it wonderful that we can trust powerful corporations, 
such as Google, to do the right thing, to respect our pri-
vacy, to put safeguards in place that keep the knowledge 
that they gain about us to themselves and to not use our 
own information against us and our children?

Aren’t we lucky that we can trust our government to re-
spect our God-given rights, and that our intelligence 
agencies, the FBI, the NSA and our judicial system respect 
not only our individual liberties, but the limits placed on 
them by our wonderful Constitution?

Well, maybe we aren’t that lucky. 

Your smartphone does spy on you. It betrays you. It tattles 
on you. It allows people the world over to peer into your 
private life. It allows governments to illegally track you and 
monitor you, and they use your information against you.

As the saying goes, information is power. And when they 
have information ABOUT you, they have power OVER you. 

Maybe you’ve seen an ad pop up on your mobile phone 
for a cruise to the Italian Riviera right after telling a friend 
that you want to see Italy someday.

Or perhaps you’ve seen an ad for dog toys ap-
pear on your phone immediately after gushing 
over your cousin’s adorable puppy. At the time, 
we thought the coincidences were eerie. Now 
we can account for them.  

We all remember when, 12 years ago, Edward 
Snowden revealed that NSA spy programs could 
turn on our phone’s microphone or camera un-
der any pretext. That revelation alone confirmed 
that our iPhones and Androids are high-tech 
versions of Benedict Arnold. They betray us be-
hind our backs. 

Knowing that our phones are purposely made to 
be trojan horses that spy on us, can we do any-
thing to protect ourselves from their treachery? 

Yes. But before I explain, let me share some 
shocking statistics. Around the world, 4.8 bil-
lion people use smartphones. More than 98% 
of these smartphones use one of two operating 
systems—either iPhone, which is produced by 
Apple, or Android, which is controlled by Google.

In other words, if a government wants to spy on 
its own citizens, it needs to compromise only 
those two companies.

Google has developed a reputation for question-
able ethics, which at one time were supposedly 
embodied in the slogan “Do no evil.” These days, 
though, Google is at the very heart of many evils 
that are being perpetrated across the planet. 

But Apple can’t be trusted either. Although it 
convincingly plays the role of the good guy, Ap-
ple showed its true colors on November 9, 2022.

That’s when Apple removed the “AirDrop” fea-
ture from devices in Hong Kong and China. The 
Airdrop feature allowed people to communicate 
via direct connections between phones, thus by-
passing China’s stringent control of the internet.

But on November 9 two years ago, Apple released 
an update to its operating system. Rather than 
listing the changes, as it often does, the compa-
ny simply said, “This update includes bug fixes 
and security updates and is recommended for all 
users.” But hidden in this update was a change 
that only applied to iPhones sold in China and 
Hong Kong. 

How to Stop Your Phone 
from Spying on You.
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In other words, Apple betrayed its customers by sub-
mitting to an inhumane and autocratic dictate from the 
Chinese government. Don’t think that Apple won’t do the 
same in collusion with the US government.

So, let’s get back to the question, “What can you do to 
protect yourself from your snooping phone?”

The answer: Use a de-Googled Android OS on your phone.

Unlike the iPhone, the Android operating system is open 
source. This means we can see what is going on in the op-
erating system and, better yet, we can modify it to ensure 
that everything in it that communicates with Google is 
stripped out.

There are many different de-Googled operating systems, 
including Calyx, Murena, and eFoundation. The best, and 
the one that I use, is called Graphene OS. 

Not only does Graphene OS strip Google out of the 
equation, it adds many additional privacy and secu-
rity features. After investigating them all, I believe 
Graphene OS is the most private and secure phone 
operating system on the market. 

If you are familiar with Android phones now, switch-
ing to Graphene OS will be a breeze. If you are used to 
iPhones, it will take a little bit of adjustment.

There are two ways to get the Graphene OS. First, you 
can purchase a phone with Graphene OS preinstalled 
(click here) or, second, you can install Graphene OS 
on your own phone yourself—assuming you have a 
compatible phone. Click here to learn how to install 
Graphene OS yourself (use this option only if you are 
technically inclined).

CLICK TO COMMENT
Or go to LibertyZep.com/p/324C
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“I’m not doing anything wrong, 
so I don’t care about my privacy.” 
Your online privacy is vital in safeguarding your personal 
information and protecting your rights. By ensuring your 
privacy, you can prevent identity theft, cyberstalking, and 
hacking attempts, and maintain your freedom to engage in 
political and social discourse without fear of censorship.

Moreover, protecting your privacy is crucial in preventing 
governments and corporations from infringing upon your 
liberties. Surveillance poses a significant threat to modern 
society, and it is essential for each individual to learn how 
to safeguard their online privacy. 

Privacy Action Plan is the best and simplest way to learn 
how to be private and seucre online.
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